A simplified protocol used to compute a formation constant

NTA from CA5
NTPA from CA6 Both ligands seen in Figure S3 have very much different configuration when compared with structures seen in Figure 1 . Except one arm in NTPA, all carboxylic groups are bent such that the bonds with a metal ion could be readily formed -they seem to have pre-organized structures that are suitable for the formation of a complex. Also, their Gibbs free energies were somewhat larger than lowest energy conformers in Figure 1 . It was of interest to find out if these preorganized structures which were obtained from relevant complexes are suitable for the computation of formation constants -results obtained are shown in Table S1 . It was possible to energy-minimize the as-in-complex NTA ligand directly at the CPCM/UAKS salvation model, but the as-in-complex NTPA ligand had to be subjected to the PCM/UA0 solvation model firstpart A in Table S1 . For the sake of consistency, two solvation models (initially PCM/UA0
followed by the CPCM/UAKS) were used to energy-minimize the as-in-complex NTA -part B
in Table S1 ; we have chosen the CA18 conformer of NiNTA for this test as it was of lowest energy. In parts A and B in Table S1 , a paired approach was adopted where a selected conformer of a NiL complex (L = NTA or NTPA) and the energy-relaxed form of the ligand from this conformer were used for the formation constant calculations. In part C the lowest energy structures of the complexes and energy-relaxed ligands were used, regardless which conformer they were generated from. 
Analysis of electron density at BCPs of the coordination bonds
A variation in the coordination bond length (BL) vs. ρ(r) values at different bond critical points is shown in Figure S4 . It was possible to obtain a linear relationship when M-OH 2 and M-O -bonds were combined (a solid trend line with a reasonable R 2 value of 0.984) but this does not seem to have a physical sense. It is seen that almost an ideal linear relationship (R 2 = 0.998) was obtained for coordinated water molecules. Points marked 1-2 and 3-4 belong to the NiNTPA and NiNTA complexes, respectively, indicating that much stronger interactions with water molecules are present in NiNTA. In both complexes, the larger contribution to the complex stability comes from the axial water molecules (points 2 and 4 in Figure S4 ) which form shorter bond with larger electron density at the BCP when compared with the square-planar water molecule. Most likely there must be some physical property (N-atom is better sigma donor than O -) that is responsible for that. Table 2 . Solid points represent CH···HC contacts without bond paths in the S-c conformer of NiNTPA.
Electron density at BCPs of the intramolecular H-H bonds
Analysis of the absence of the CH-O bond path.
Let us consider the short contact in the CA4 conformer between H-and O-atoms (OH22···O15C, 2.445 Å) marked as a dashed line in Figure S6 ; in the same conformer a significantly longer (2.583 Å) CH28-O17H contact between H-and O-atoms forms an intramolecular bond. The O15-atom is bonded to the C10-atom which is a member of the C-8-C9-C10-O15 arm participating in two rings, the structural 6m-CR N-C8-C9-C10-O15-Ni with the RCP marked with a double circle ( Figure S6 ) and non-structural and non-chelating one, N-C2-H24-H34-C9-C8 with the RCP marked with a single circle. The latter ring has the ρ RCP and  2 ρ RCP values (0.0133 and 0.0595 au, respectively) which are larger than those in the structural one, N-C8-C9-C10-O15-Ni, (0.0122 and 0.0540 au, respectively). In addition, the non-structural ring incorporates a very strong H24-H34 bond (classically a H-clash) with the distance of 1.964 Å. Here again, the short contact CH22···O15C that meets the distance criterion is not seen by the AIM analysis as the preferential quantum-mechanical exchange channel due to the formation of an adjacent ring with a larger electron density than that observed in the structural ring in which the O15-atom is placed.
Intramolecular interactions in NTPA as s fragment of a NiNTPA complex
The coordinated water molecules and the central metal ion were deleted from the CA3 conformer of NiNTPA (it generated best prediction in the formation constant) and the remaining as-in-complex NTPA ligand was subjected to the AIM analysis. It reviles that two strong H-H bonded interactions (CH25-H34C and CH24-H29C) still exist with the ρ BCP and  2 ρ BCP values being marginally different when compared with values in the CA3 conformer of the NiNTPA complex - Table S5 . Surprisingly, the AIM analysis found additional three bond paths involving N-and two O-atoms from carboxylic groups ( Figure S7 ) even though these contacts are rather long - Table S5 . The presence of five intramolecular contacts resulted in the formation of seven intramolecular rings (there were only four in the CA3
NiNTPA conformer) and one cage in the as-in-complex NTPA ligand. Two rings present in the complex, where Ni-atom was not involved, are preserved and their RCPs properties are almost the same. 
Cage CCP
N-C2-C3-C4-O11-O15-H25-H34 0.0048 0.0178
